
Angus Campbell
4 Plocropool
Isle of Harris

HS3 3EB

Tel: 01859 502060
Mobile: 07760281804

Information about Kilda Cruises

We run our trips from Leverburgh, South Harris. We ask passengers to arrive at the pier,       
location can be found here, no later than 7:45am, leaving by 8am. There is free parking at the 
‘Butty Bus’ and at the ‘Anchorgae Restaurant’. Please do not park at the fishery pier where our 
boat can be found. It takes approximately 2 hours and 45 minutes to reach Village Bay, St Kilda, 
sometimes longer dependent on weather. We then go ashore by a 4 metre inflatable dinghy and 
meet a National Trust Warden who will give a short briefing. Passengers have about 4 and a 
half hours ashore to explore at their leisure before returning to the vessel when we do a tour of 
the stacks and Boreray on the boat, giving an opportunity to view the huge bird colonies and the 
spectacular sea cliffs. We arrive back at Leverburgh by 7.30pm. 

Booking Policy

Our season runs from 22nd April to 21st September and we accept bookings for three trips per 
week.  We give each booking two possible days to give a bit of leeway with the weather.    
Bookings must be available for their 2 day window. We ask for a deposit of £100 per person to      
confirm your booking and this is returned to you if we are unable to take you on either day. 
Please note that bookings made via our website are refunded through our system.   Bookings 
where payment was completed by another method requires that you contact us as we do no 
retain card details. The balance of the trip is payable on the return journey from St Kilda. 
Payment can be made by card or cash. We recommend a minimum age of 10 years for children 
travelling with adults, as the trips can be bumpy sometimes due to the speed of the vessel.  

2024 Prices

Over 14 - £285 
Under 14  - £255

We try to make contact with everyone the day before the trip to St Kilda to confirm if the 
trip is running. Please ensure that we have a phone number for you. If you do not hear 
from us, please call us on 01859 502060 or 07760 281804. We understand the signal can 
be poor on Harris and we may leave you an email if we cannot reach you by phone. 

On the day of your trip

Passengers are required to take a packed lunch and wear warm clothing and take a waterproof.  
The ground is quite soft when on the village path and good waterproof walking boots are    
needed if hill walking is intended. Tea and coffee is available on board the vessel in Village Bay. 
There is a WC on board the vessel and toilet facilities on the island as well as access to water. 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/57%C2%B046'01.2%22N+7%C2%B001'33.9%22W/@57.767002,-7.0282637,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb84b54b34b866a2e!8m2!3d57.767002!4d-7.026075

